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Fast Facts:
The Company, the Book, & the Authors
What is WordPoint Publishing?
WordPoint Publishing is a small, independent press that
publishes books that positively impact readers’ lives and
supports charitable causes around the world.
What is Transformation from Tragedy (TFT)?
TFT is the first book published by WordPoint, and tells the story of the tsunami relief effort. Part
coffee table book, part first-hand narrative, the book weaves imagery and stories together for a
totally unique reading experience. TFT is full-color, 160 pages, 9 in x 9 in, and features a foreword
by former President George H.W. Bush.
Who are Thomas & Nicola Winkel?
Thomas & Nicola are the authors and publishers of TFT. After the December 2004 earthquake and
tsunami, the Winkels traveled to Aceh, Indonesia, to provide trauma counseling and training to
survivors and relief workers. In their day-to-day life they operate a boutique counseling practice and
WordPoint Publishing.
How do you pronounce “Nicola”?
People often mispronounce the name as ni-CO-la (sounds like “cola”). The correct pronunciation is
NI–ckle-uh (sounds like “nickel”). Not to worry, sometimes it takes a while to get it right…we’re
not too uptight about it.
How do you pronounce “Thomas”?
Just kidding! (Although once someone did keep calling him “thoh-mus”!)
Why did you write TFT?
If we have to boil it down, three reasons:
1) For the people of Aceh, Indonesia – to tell them…you are not forgotten
2) For tsunami-supporters everywhere – to show…you made a difference
3) For all of us – to remind us…in spite of tragedy, hope can endure.
How does one order a copy?
Books are available exclusively online at www.WordPointPublishing.com/Shop.html. 20% of all
book sales go directly to tsunami relief and rebuilding in Indonesia.
Have more questions? Contact us at info@wordpointpublishing.com. Thank you!

